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It covers a fair amount of information, includes examples for each subject covered. It includes

definitions, detail steps for solving functions, shows graphic representations. The main subjects

covered are functions, coordinate geometry, rectangular & polar coordinates, exponents &

logarithms, permutations & combinations, synthetic division, and matrices

My instructor allows 'open note' testing and considers anything in a three-ring binder to be notes;

this comes in handy for sure. It allows me to reference items quickly so I am able to complete the

tests on time. Also saves a little time so you don't have to make a 'cheat' sheet.

Length:   0:56 Mins

For about the cost of a latte you are getting a laminated study guide for Pre-Calculus that offers

easy reference for study and open book tests. Ideal for high school and college students, this

reference includes sections on Functions, Coordinate Geometry; Rectangular & Polar Coordinates,

Exponents & Logarithms, Permutations & Combinations, Synthetic Division, and Matrices.There is a

link to the maker's website on the guide, which is chalk full of other similar paid study guides, and if



you do a search for 'free downloads' you will be taken to a page where there are 30 offerings, but be

careful - some are not free and most of those that come up in the search are not good.As mentioned

by another reviewer, these are not really a big deal as they are titles like: "What You Won't Learn In

College", "Weather Disasters & Epidemics" and "Totally Useless Trivia". While some are

entertaining, and they are free to download, I found myself wondering - why bother?You could make

one of these study guides up yourself and laminate it for your student to have in their 3-ring binder,

but unless you are a math wiz (and I'm not) this is a cheap way to help a student have the tools at

their fingertips to use while building knowledge in the subject of Pre-Calculus.Other Quickstudy

Guides to consider: Calculus Methods (Quickstudy: Academic), Calculus Equations & Answers

(Quickstudy: Academic) and Trigonometry (Quickstudy Reference Guides - Academic).

Very good. Almost wish they had made it a little larger and created a tri-fold. They needed to get

everything on the sheet they did, but that necessitated very small font in many cases. The font size

and the quality thick glossy lamination combine to result in very hard to read subscripts and

superscripts on portions of this quickstudy. My recommendation to the manufacturer is to reduce the

gloss level of the laminate (different supplier?) or example size to a tri-fold. My recommendation to

the student: use difuse indirect lighting to avoid the gloss factor.

Quick and easy go to and study guide. I have all different kinds for all subjects. I have quickstudies

for pre-calc, calculus, statistics, history, chemistry, biology, physics and more. I find them very

useful and easy to use. Like a quick refresher and reminder.

My son is taking his first college course at a local community college this Summer even though he

will not graduate high school until next year, so he was very nervous going in. He felt like the other

students had a leg up on him, but because he had this study guide he was able to find and answer

questions quicker than the other students and that gave him confidence. So yes, this item gets 5

stars from us and I feel that anything we can do to help our children or ourselves succeed in life and

education is well worth it, especially for 5 bucks.

The "Limited Preview" shown in the item description is not a snapshot of the actual item. Only the

top 4 function responses shown on the preview sheet, but along with some other information, is

there. The remaining material is on co-ordinate geometry, trigonometry, etc., which while being

useful are not what I needed at this time. I primarily chose this sheet on account of the page of



function response graphs (1st page) as seen in the preview image. I wish the limited preview was

an actual snapshot of the item (or part of item) being sent but in this case it was not. Both sheets

were titled pre-calculus, though and one could make the case for both items being "pre-calculus"

material but if you are making your decision based on the preview images please be aware of this.

Bought this for my son to help just in case. He said it helped one time when he was stuck & couldn't

remember a formula. So if it only helps once this school year it's better than not at all. Hopefully it

will help him out again before the year is over.
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